Monday, April 24
Morning: Religious Services, St. John's 8:30 A.M., St. Paul's 8:30 A.M.
Dean and Mrs. Frederick Fassett, Graduate House, 372 Memorial Drive.

Sunday, April 23
Rugby Hall, 57 Massachusetts Ave.; Professors John E. G. O'Sullivan, 2nd, University Hall.

Saturday, April 22
Hotel Boarding House, 362 Memorial Drive; Professor and Mrs. W. H. Rau, Faculty Resident.

Friday, April 22
Racquet Club, 100 New Hampshire Avenue; Professor and Mrs. F. E. Sugihara, Faculty Resident.

Kolo Crossword

ACROSS
1. Popular advance
2. Take off
3. A tony change
4. Another office
5. Bake up
6. Franklin
7. His old house
8. Wisconsin City
9. They're behind M
10. Wyoming State
11. Utah's capital
12. Quaint
13. Which is on
14. Colorado resort
15. Like on
16. A road
17. Saturday, April 23
18. Colorado resort
19. It's profitable
20. Just the thing
21. It's
22. They're behind M
23. They're behind M
24. It's a hair
25. They're behind M
26. They're behind M
27. Sound from
28. They're behind M
29. They're behind M
30. They're behind M
31. They're behind M
32. It
33. They're behind M
34. They're behind M
35. They're behind M
36. They're behind M
37. Things
38. They're behind M
39. They're behind M
40. They're behind M
41. They're behind M
42. They're behind M
43. Field
44. They're behind M
45. They're behind M
46. They're behind M
47. They're behind M
48. They're behind M
49. They're behind M
50. They're behind M

DOWN
1. Buy (10)
2. Go on
3. They're behind M
4. Quote
5. They're behind M
6. It's
7. They're behind M
8. They're behind M
9. They're behind M
10. They're behind M
11. They're behind M
12. They're behind M
13. They're behind M
14. They're behind M
15. They're behind M
16. They're behind M
17. They're behind M
18. They're behind M
19. They're behind M
20. They're behind M
21. They're behind M
22. They're behind M
23. They're behind M
24. They're behind M
25. They're behind M
26. They're behind M
27. They're behind M
28. They're behind M
29. They're behind M
30. They're behind M
31. They're behind M
32. They're behind M
33. They're behind M
34. They're behind M
35. They're behind M
36. They're behind M
37. They're behind M
38. They're behind M
39. They're behind M
40. They're behind M
41. They're behind M
42. They're behind M
43. They're behind M
44. They're behind M
45. They're behind M
46. They're behind M
47. They're behind M
48. They're behind M
49. They're behind M
50. They're behind M

Meliaky Magic of KOOL

When your thirst tells you it's time for a change, you need a real change...

Economically proven in Mobilgas run!

A pair of Corvairs recently recorded 27.03 and 25.21 miles per gallon in the 2,001.4-mile Mobilgas Economy Run. That's certified proof that Corvairs give you more gas mileage than the average car. So for economy, buy a Corvair!

Corvair by Chevrolet—Drive it! Get our deal!!!!

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for fast delivery, favorable deals.